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We consider a group G of finite order g-pag\ where p is a prime number

and (pt gf) = 1. Let Ω be the algebraic number field which contains the g-th

roots of unity. Let Ku K2, . . . , Kn be the classes of conjugate elements in

G and the first m(^n) classes be ^-regular. There exist n distinct (absolutely)

irreducible characters 7U 72, . - . , Kn of G. Let o be the ring of all algebraic

integers of Ω and let p be a prime ideal of o dividing p. If we denote by o*

the ring of all p-integers of Ω, then p generates an ideal p* of o* and we have

for the residue class field. The residue class map of o* onto Ω* will be denoted

by an asterisk a -> a*.

Let Γ= Γ(G) be the modular group ring of G over Ω* and let

Z=ZiΘZ 2 Θ @Zs

be the decomposition of the center Z- Z(G) of Γ into indecomposable ideals Zσ.

Then the ordinary irreducible characters li and the modular irreducible chara-

cters φκ of G (for p) are distributed into 5 blocks Bi, A, . . - , BS) each li

and φκ belonging to exactly one block Bn. We determined in [6] explicitly

the primitive orthogonal idempotents do of Z corresponding to Bo in the fol-

lowing way. We set

where Zi = Xi(l). Let Uκ be the indecomposable constituent of the regular

representation of G corresponding to the modular irreducible representation F*

and denote by u* its degree. We see that bΛ = Σ UKΨΛO*1) /geo* for ^-regular
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classes Ka since pa\uκ (K = 1, 2, . . . , m). On the other hand ba = 0 for m <a

i^n. Then we have
m

(1) δa= *Σbϊκ«
α = l

where the sum of the elements of KΛ is also denoted by Ka. In what follows

we shall call δo the block idempotents of Γ associated with B? or simply the

block idempotents of Bσ. Let Bo be a block of defect d with defect group D.

Then bt = 0 if the defect group Dα of iΓα is not contained in any conjugate of

D (C6], Theorem 4, see also ίδl). Hence we obtain

(2) δo= Σ 6ί#«
a

Here the notation Da^D means that DΛ is contained in some conjugate of D.

In the special case where p\g, there exist n modular irreducible characters of

G. Further each Xi forms a block Bo of its own. Hence

(3) δi= itteMa^/g^K*.

We consider the fixed block B= B* of defect d with defect group D. If

we define v(s) by p"{s)\\s for a rational integer s, then there exist characters

Xk^B such that v{zk) = a~d. We shall first prove that / = Σ XkiaZ1) ωu (Ka)

3=0 (mod p) where ωk(Ka) = g<Jk(aΛ)/zk and ,§••« denotes the number of elements

of iΓα. The main purpose of this short note is to prove the following

m

THEOREM 1. Let δ be the block idempotent of B and let ε= Σ c^K* be an
α = l

element of Z where ca = Xk(alΎ)ll. Then δ-e belongs to the radical of Z.

In the case where p\g we see easily that this fact coincides with the

formula (3) since l = g/zk for every Xk and radZ=0.

Let Xi be any character of B and λi be the height of Xi, that is, v(zϊ) — a

- d+λi Uί>0). Let ifβ be ^-regular classes with defect group D^^D. Then

ωkiKp) ΞΞωi(Kp) (mod p) and hence giXk(a?)/zk = gi/i{a^)/zi (modp). Then it

follows from g?/zk * 0 (mod p) that

(4) Xi (βp) = (Zi/zk) Xk (βP) (mod /> λ<ί>).

Since the modular irreducible characters of B can be expressed by the ordinary

irreducible characters of B (restricted to ^-regular elements) with integral
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coefficients, we have for ψκ^B

Hence, by (4)

ψκ(a?) =- Σ (rKiZilzk)Xk(at) (mod p)

and consequently

(5) φMϊ) = (fJzkY/Λa*) (mod p)

where fκ=φκ{l).
m

LEMMA 1. Let Xk e B be the character of height 0. Then Σ Xkia*1) ωk (KΛ)

=£0 (modp).

Proof. It follows from (5) that

^ P = Σ uκφκ(a^)lg

= Ti{u.fκlgZk)Xk(aϊι) (mod|))
ΨK.&B

and hence

(6) ftp = ( Σ zMgzkYhW) (mod p)

for ^-regular classes K? with defect group Dβ = D. Since there exist ^-regular

classes Kr with defect group Dr = D such that £T£0 (mod p) and ^

(mod p), we obtain from (6)

(7) h= Σ z2i/gZkΦθ (mod p).

It follows from (2) that

Σ bpϋύkiKfl) = 1 (mod p)

since ωk(KΛ) =0 (modp) for ^-regular classes KΛ with defect group Dα properly

contained in some conjugate of D. Then we have by (6) and (7)

(8) h Σ Z*(VWfζ») = 1 (mod p).

Hence we see

Σ XkW)ωk(Kt)^0 (mod p).

If ωyfe(Zα)$0 (modp), then D^Da and if D is properly contained in some con-
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jugate of Dα, then Xk(a*)=0 (modp). Hence

ΣJZ(<fcΓ%*(Λ*) = Έ Xkia^ωkiKv) (mod p)

which proves the lemma.

m

We set /= ^ΣiXkiβa^ωkiKa) and c^-XkiaZ1)/! and consider the element
α = l

m

? = Σ caK* of the center of the ordinary group ring of G. Then
l

and hence for any & e 2? we have ω, (£) = 1 (mod p). On the other hand, for

any

m m

because ^goXk(aZl)Xj(aa) = 0. This implies that if we set ε= Σ c % , then δ
α = l α = l

- e e rad Z. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

If da>d where dΛ denotes the defect of K*f then Xk(aa)=0 (mod p) and

hence c* = 0. Further if dΛ = d and Z)tf is not conjugate to D, then ω(KΛ) = 0

(mod p) and Xk(aa) = 0 (mod p). Thus we have also cί = 0. It follows from

C6), (7) and (8) that b* = c£ for all ^-regular classes ϋfp with defect group

DP = D.

LEMMA 2. Let Q be the normal p-subgroup of G. Then the block idempotent

δ of B with defect group D is given by

Proof We see that bt = 0 for ^-regular classes KΛ such that Q is not

contained in D* ([β]). This, combined with (2) proves the lemma.

THEOREM 2. Let B be the block of G with normal defect group D. Then

is the block idempotent of B where c^ = Xk{a^ι)ll and /= Σ Xk(a7ι)ωk(K*).

Proof It follows from Lemma 2 that δ= Σ b$K$. Then δ= e since bϊ
VD
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= c* for all ^-regular classes K? with defect group D? = D.

Now let Bι be the principal block of G which contains the principal

character Xι = 1 and let δi be its block idempotent. Obviously we may choose

Xi as the character Xk in Theorem 1. We then have l—v where v denotes the

number of ^-regular elements in G. If Q is a ^-Sylow subgroup of G, then

v = u (moάp) where u denotes the number of ^-regular elements in the cen-

tralizer CG(Q). Hence

If 0 is normal in G, then we see by Theorem 2 that

(9) ei

is the block idempotent δi of Bι ([7]).

Some applications of our results will be presented elsewhere.
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